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Biden widens the spending floodgates  

The combination of strong US data, the dovish Fed assessment (which downplayed the prospect of policy tightening), 
the prospect of further policy stimulus and upbeat corporate earnings underpinned broadly positive market sentiment.  

The USD pared earlier losses and US Treasury yields ticked up following the speech by President Biden in the US 
Congress, in which he signalled increases in US government spending. Hot on the heels after passing the USD1.9tr 
American Rescue Plan, Biden looked to drum up support for his proposed USD2.3tr American Jobs Plan for improving US 
infrastructure and then unveiled a new USD1.8tr American Families Plan to expand of the social safety net. Funding this 
will be significant increases in capital gains taxes, and higher taxes for high income earners and corporates. Both of Biden’s 
proposals are likely to counter significant opposition and face an uncertain path in Congress.  Nevertheless, the intent of 
the Biden administration is becoming increasingly clear. 

Strong earnings from US technology companies – Apple, Facebook, Spotify, eBay – provided a boost to the major US equity 
indices, which touched fresh record highs overnight. US equity market trading was choppy, with implied market volatility 
(as proxied by the VIX index for the S&P500) briefly ticking up. Warnings by the Fed’s Powell of ‘froth’ in asset prices 
largely fell on deaf ears. European stocks started positively, but then headed lower as concerns over rising prices and chip 
tempered investor optimism. European corporate earnings results were generally positive.  Equities were generally up in 
the Asian session. 

US Treasury yields were generally higher (10Y 1.64%) and the curve steeper in a choppy overnight session, initially 
climbing after the release of the US GDP figures (see below), but subsequently easing. US 10-year Treasury yields have 
risen 10bps over the week. European yields initially firmed upon their market open and held onto these gains, helped by a 
modestly firmer than expected German CPI print (2% yoy), and strengthening Eurozone confidence readings.  Expectations 
that commodity demand will receive a vaccine boost helped push crude oil prices to 6-week highs.  

US dataflow slightly disappointed upbeat expectations .US Q1 GDP confirmed a pick-up in growth (6.4%% qoq annualised 
vs mkt: 6.7%), leaving the level of US activity just 1% shy of pre-pandemic levels. Personal consumption advanced at a 
10.7% annualised rate, but private investment (-5% qoq annualised) and inventories fell.  Initial (553k, 566k prior) and 
continuing jobless claims (3660k, 3615k prior) were higher than expected, with April pending home sales (+1.9% mom, 
mkt: 4.4% mom) undershooting expectations. 

There was little local market reaction to yesterday’s local data (see below), with the NZD trading in tight ranges and NZ 
government bond yields fractionally lower, with solid demand at the NZ government bond tender, where yields were 
generally below mid-market levels. Australian bond yields continued their post-CPI path lower, despite soaring prices for 
iron ore pushing up Australian export prices by 11.2% in Q1, boosting nominal GDP.  

The full April ANZ NZ business confidence report showed a generalised strengthening in own activity (+22), employment 
(+16), and investment intentions (+17). Cost-push inflationary pressures intensified, with expected costs (+76.1) and 
pricing intentions (+55.8) at record highs. NZ posted a $33m trade surplus in March, with the annual surplus down to 
$1,688m. Encouragingly, the trade data showed firms are acting on improving investment intentions, with strengthening 
capital goods imports (+6.5% qoq, +9.6% yoy). 

FX comment: The yen, AUD and NZD were the major currency laggards overnight, with little variation in the USD index. 
The NZD traded in a 0.7220 to 0.7270 USD range overnight and hovered around 93.2 Australian cents. We expect the 
improving global economic outlook and resilient NZ economic backdrop to be key supports to the NZD.  

Day ahead: ANZ NZ consumer confidence at 10am is expected to remain subpar, with downbeat expectations on the near-
term economic outlook and potential easing of house price expectations. April Manufacturing and non-manufacturing 
PMIs for China are expected to remain plus 50. Q1 GDP data for the Eurozone (mkt: -0.8% qoq,-2.0% yoy) should show 
another COVID-19 hit, with the March unemployment rate steady at 8.3% and low April CPI inflation (mkt: 1.5% yoy, core 
0.8% yoy). US personal incomes should receive a stimulus-cheque boost in March (mkt: +20% mom), with spending 
increasing (mkt:4.2% mom), and a firming in inflation showing up in the Private Consumption Expenditure deflator (mkt: 
headline 2.3% yoy, core 1.8% yoy). A modest firming is expected from the April University of Michigan consumer sentiment 
survey. Author:  mark.smith4@asb.co.nz  
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  

 

Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.7244 -0.3% NZD/SEK 6.063 0.0% NZX WMP 4130.0 0.4% Dow 34046 0.6%

NZD/AUD 0.9320 -0.1% NZD/DKK 4.443 -0.3% Gold $/o 1774.0 -0.4% S&P 500 4213 0.7%

NZD/EUR 0.5975 -0.3% NZD/THB 22.6 -0.8% WTI Oil $/b 65.0 1.8% NASDAQ 14072 0.1%

NZD/JPY 78.87 -0.3% AUD/USD 0.7772 -0.2% Money Market (%) FTSE 6961 0.0%

NZD/GBP 0.5195 -0.3% EUR/USD 1.212 0.0% 90 Day BB 0.35 0.00 CAC-40 6303 -0.1%

NZD/CAD 0.8900 -0.5% USD/JPY 108.9 0.2% OCR 0.25 0.00 DAX 15154 -0.9%

NZD/CHF 0.6582 -0.3% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 29303 0.8%

NZD/HKD 5.623 -0.3% NZ 1.61 -0.01 1yr 0.36 0.00 Nikkei 29054 0.2%

NZD/SGD 0.9605 -0.2% US 1.64 0.03 2yr 0.47 0.00 ASX200 7082 0.2%

NZD/CNH 4.682 -0.3% Aust 1.72 -0.01 5yr 1.05 0.00 NZX50 12715 0.5%
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